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KS: 3
A group of three drunk girls enters the platform, with a goon sack that they’re all 

taking swigs from.

GEMMA: And then she full goes to me she goes “at least I’m not fat.”
ALICE: Are you serious?
GEMMA: I go “bitch,” I go “you’re the fattest bitch in here.” I go “what 

screwed-up vision do you have that you think I’m fat and you’re not fat?” I go 
“buy a god-damned mirror.”

ALICE: She’d probably break it with how ugly she is.
MAISY: Yeah or like because she’s fat.
ALICE: What?
MAISY: Because of like if she sat on it.
ALICE: Why would she be sitting on a mirror? Shut up. [To GEMMA] 

Yeah so then what happened?
GEMMA: Well she just kind of-
MAISY: Nah shut up. You can sit on a mirror.
ALICE: Yeah but why would you?
MAISY: You can’t even break a mirror from being ugly.
ALICE: It’s a figure of speaking.
MAISY: Also why are you so mean to Stacey? She’s really nice, one time 

she baked muffins.
ALICE: Probably ate them all too.
MAISY: No she didn’t eat them all because I ate one of them.
GEMMA: Yeah but anyway so yeah she was basically just like “nah you’re 

fatter” and like walked off before I could tell her again what a dumbass she 
was.

ALICE: What a twelvie. She’s such a drop-kick. Like she’s got nothing 
going for her. Like you can just see her dying alone at the age of 30 just 
covered in cats.

MAISY: STOP BEING MEAN TO STACEY

MAISY attacks ALICE. They fight in earnest. GEMMA kind of tries to break them 
up, but not very well, and eventually just leaves them to it and walks off.
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Either someone breaks them up, or they sort it out themselves. If no one intervenes, 
ALICE beats MAISY pretty badly.

ALICE: You gay or what?

ALICE leaves.

MAISY: Takes one to know one.

ALICE flips MAISY the bird as she walks off.
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KS: 9
Two teenage boys sit perched somewhere a little away from/above the action - 

somewhere where they have a vantage point of the scenario. ABRAHAM is Afghan-
Australian.

JAY: This old couple.
ABRAHAM: [doing an old-person impression] “Come on, love.”
JAY: [doing an old-person impression] “Come on, love, let’s get going on out 

of here, if we get the six o’clock we might make it home in time for My 
Kitchen Rules.”

ABRAHAM: [doing an old-person impression] “Let’s get out of here before 
we get harrassed by the youths.”

JAY: [doing an old-person impression] “All young people take drugs and do 
the graffiti.”

ABRAHAM: You know what’d be- You know what’d be the best job? 
Being a vending machine dude.

JAY: A vending machine- what?
ABRAHAM: Yeah like the guys who come and put stuff in the vending 

machines.
JAY: How would that be the best job?
ABRAHAM: ‘Cause. You’d get to… ohh, maybe not.
JAY: You wouldn’t get to just eat the stuff out of the vending machine.
ABRAHAM: Yeah, nah. But probably a bit.
JAY: That’d be a shit job.
ABRAHAM: You’d probably be allowed to have like one chocolate bar 

per hour or something.
JAY: Oh, check out these cops.
ABRAHAM: One snickers per hour.

Some transit officers are approaching along the platform.

JAY: Look at them. [Doing an impression] “Look at us, we’re walking with 
the normal people, we’re normal people.”

ABRAHAM: Do you reckon those people are getting escorted?
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JAY: Nah, yeah maybe.
ABRAHAM: We should do that, we should get some cops to like walk 

near us out the front of the school, it’d look like we were getting escorted 
somewhere.

JAY: That’d be pretty good.
ABRAHAM: [doing an impression of a girl] “Oh my god, those boys are with 

the police.”
JAY: [doing an impression of a girl] “Oh my god, those boys have committed 

a crime and probably have no employable skills or life prospects. That’s so 
hot.”

ABRAHAM: Oh, they’re-
JAY: Yeah, they’re
ABRAHAM: They’re coming over here.
JAY: Yeah so? It’s fine.

Pause as the officers approach. The boys are trying to look casual, and failing so, so 
hard.

OFFICER 1: Mykis please.
JAY: Ahhhh, we’re not on a train.
OFFICER 1: Mykis, please.
JAY: Yeah I’m pretty sure you can’t just ask someone for their myki in the 

middle of the street.
OFFICER 2: You’re inside a train station, mate. Right? You’ve walked 

past the ticket barriers, that means you’re in the valid ticket zone/ and we can 
ask to see your-

ABRAHAM: In the zoooone.
OFFICER 1: Oi. What’d you say?
ABRAHAM: Woah.
OFFICER 2: What’s…?
JAY: [to ABRAHAM] Just be cool. Get out your thing.

JAY reaches into his pockets.
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OFFICER 1: No sudden movements.
JAY: [snickering] Do you wanna see my myki or not?
ABRAHAM: Jesus fuck.
OFFICER 1: Sorry, what was that?
ABRAHAM: Jesus FUCK.
OFFICER 2: Watch your language, mate.

ABRAHAM and JAY reach into their pockets and get out their mykis. The officers 
snatch them out of their hands. In the process, ABRAHAM’S hand gets 
(“accidentally”?) twisted/scratched. He flinches back with a cry. The officers, who 
mistake the move for a lashing out, both immediately jump on him. They push him to 
the ground and keep him there.

OFFICER 1: Oi.
ABRAHAM: Ahhhh!
JAY: What the fuck?
OFFICER 2: Stay out of it, mate.
JAY: What the fuck?
OFFICER 2: /I said watch it.
OFFICER 1: [to ABRAHAM, who is struggling and crying out.] Stop it. Stop 

it.
ABRAHAM: You hurt my hand, I didn’t do anything. Ahhhh!
OFFICER 1: Shut up.
ABRAHAM: Ahhhh!
OFFICER 1: Shut up.
JAY: Get the fuck off him.
OFFICER 2: Mate I’m warning you.
JAY: [to crowd] Are you all seriously just watching this?

JAY goes over and tries to pull OFFICER 2 off ABRAHAM. OFFICER 2 jumps up 
and goes for JAY, who starts running. OFFICER 2 runs after him. OFFICER 1 keeps 
pinning ABRAHAM to the ground. One of two things happens. Either:

OFFICER 1 pulls ABRAHAM up and drags him off to some back-room; OR
Audience start engaging actively with the scene. They establish that ABRAHAM has 

done nothing wrong, and get the two separated. If this happens, some police officers arrive, 
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and escort ABRAHAM and OFFICER 1 in different directions, then ask any audience 
members involved to come with them and give testimony.
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Chips
This scene should play out at least half-way into the show, to indicate that the chips 

have been in LOUIE’S bag for quite some time.

Two schoolboys, LOUIE and SPENCER, sit down on a bench. LOUIE pulls a paper-
wrapped pack of “hot” chips from his backpack. He starts eating. SPENCER looks at 
him.

LOUIE: Chip?
SPENCER: What’s wrong with you?
LOUIE: [insult] Egg. [He keeps eating]
SPENCER: You didn’t buy them on the way here.
LOUIE: Nah.
SPENCER: When they from then?

LOUIE thinks. He keeps eating. He forgets about thinking.

SPENCER: Oi.
LOUIE: Oi d’you reckon- sorry, you go.
SPENCER: Nah you go.
LOUIE: D’you reckon that prac teacher’s hot?
SPENCER: What one?
LOUIE: For science.
SPENCER: How cold are these?

SPENCER takes one. He puts it in his mouth. He gags and spits it out.

SPENCER: Are these from today?
LOUIE: Chip’s a chip, mate.
SPENCER: You have a problem in your brain.
LOUIE: I reckon she’s hot.
SPENCER: I reckon she’s married.
LOUIE: I reckon she’s hot.
SPENCER: Seriously though probably stop eating the chips.
LOUIE: Jealous.
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SPENCER: She’s got gray hairs.
LOUIE: Nah her hair’s just pale.
SPENCER: She does, you can tell, most of it’s blonde and then some of 

it’s silver.
LOUIE: Must’ve been looking pretty close. You reckon she’s hot.
SPENCER: I reckon your chips there are a bloody moldy bloody 

biohazard.
LOUIE: Yeah but they’ve got chicken salt but
SPENCER: What?

He takes another chip. He puts it in his mouth. He winces, but pushes through.

SPENCER: You’re not wrong.
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Bystanders on the platform
As the last scene gets dragged away, the following starts to play over the platform P.A. 

system.

Attention all passengers. Attention all passengers.
If you see any suspicious activity on the platform, please refrain from 

intervening, and inform a station official.
If you see any suspicious activity on the platform, please refrain from 

intervening.
Please keep it to yourself.
Please remember your personal safety.
Please remember - no matter how vulnerable your fellow passengers may 

be, you’ll be of no use to them if you yourself get injured.
If you see any suspicious activity on the platform, please remember to act 

in your own self-interest.
Please remember to keep yourself safe above anything else.
Passengers are reminded that staring is impolite.
Passengers are advised to turn away from any suspicious activity they may 

see, and inform a station official.
Attention all passengers. Please refrain from thinking of your fellow 

passengers.
Please refrain from looking at your fellow passengers.
If you are ever feeling uneasy, afraid or concerned, please inform a station 

official.
If you are ever feeling frightened for the wellbeing of a fellow passenger, 

please feel something else.
Please remember that your life is important too.
Please remember that they probably had it coming.
Please remember that they weren’t behaving correctly in the first place.
Please remember that they can fend for themselves.
Please remember that someone else will probably deal with it.
Please remember that the authorities may already be handling the 

situation.
Please remember that you won’t be of any help to the situation.
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Please remember that it’s probably fine.
It is probably fine.
Attention all passengers. It is probably fine.
Attention all passengers. I’m sure they have it under control.
Attention all passengers. Please keep your concerns to yourselves.
Attention all passengers. The train is now approaching platform 1. Once 

you get on the train you can leave all this behind and think about something 
else. You will forget this incident before you know.

Attention all passengers. The train is now approaching platform 1. Please 
stand behind the yellow line.

Doors open and everyone files off the platform.
END
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